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Chapter 4 

Shell secretion by regenerated mantle of Pinctada maxima 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 

During ‘normal’ shell development in pearl oysters, the shell is constructed from three layers: 

the periostracum on the outer shell surface, the prismatic layer is in the middle, and the 

nacreous layer which lines the interior of the shell (Lowenstam & Weiner, 1989; Simkiss & 

Wilbur, 1989). Shell development and structure in molluscs can be obstructed by damage 

caused by predators, infestations of marine borers or disease (Fleury et al., 2008; Mount et 

al., 2004). Shell material secreted to repair such damage is generally similar in structure to 

‘normal’ shell (Fleury et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008; Reed-Miller, 1983), however, in pearl 

oysters such repairs may result in changes in the shape or structure of the shell. For example, 

a common response of pearl oysters to shell boring organisms is to increase nacre secretion 

on the inner shell surface which often forms protrusions or blisters (section 1.3.1; (Doroudi, 

1994; Mao Che et al., 1996; Taylor & Strack, 2008).  

Recent studies have reported on the regeneration of excised mantle tissue in P. margaritifera 

and P. fucata (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005; Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2006; 

Acosta-Salmon et al., 2004) and this ability was confirmed for P. maxima in Chapter 3. All 

these studies have reported that regenerated mantle apparently regains complete secretory 

functions indicated by the formation of shell material adjacent to the regenerated mantle. 

Complete regeneration of excised mantle tissue required around 3 months when cell 

accessories supporting shell formation such as epithelium and mucous cells also appeared in 
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the regenerated mantle of the tested species (Chapter 3; Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005). 

The results of Chapter 3 of this study also showed the formation of mineral deposition 

following extension of the new regenerated mantle. However, there is no further information 

available about the layer structure of the shell material deposited by regenerated mantle. Is 

regenerated mantle capable of producing shell material with the same structure as normal 

mantle? This question has important implications for the potential use of regenerated mantle 

as saibo for pearl grafting. This Chapter investigate the structure of shell material secreted by 

regenerated mantle from P. maxima and compares it to shell secreted by normal mantle 

tissue. 

4.2 Material and methods 

The shells used in this study were collected two years after mantle excision and regeneration. 

A piece of mantle (approximately 10 mm x 30 mm) was excised from the distal part of the 

ventral mantle following anaesthesia (Chapter 2; see Fig. 3.1) and excised mantle tissue 

regenerated over a period of approximately 3 months (Chapter 3). Following mantle excision, 

oysters were maintained in suspended culture on a longline in Pioneer Bay, Orpheus Island. 

Five oysters were collected for shell analysis two years after excision. The soft parts were 

removed to allow shell sectioning, and two adjacent areas of the same shell valve, 

representing shell secreted by regenerated and normal mantle were sampled (Fig 4.1). Each 

of these two areas of shell was cut from the complete shell valve using a Dremel™ tool 

before being crushed mechanically to expose a transverse section. The shell pieces were 

glued onto SEM stubs with plastic conductive carbon cement (Proscitech, Thurringowa), gold 

coated in a JEOL JUC-5000 Magnetron Sputtering Device and viewed at 10000 kV in a 

JEOL JSM-541OLV SEM. Images from SEM were taken from the section area as well as 

from the inner (nacreous) surface of the shell. 
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Fig. 4.1. Two areas of shell sections (solid line) representing regenerated (Reg) and normal 

(Nor) shell. The dashed line indicates the area of shell where nacre was secreted by 

regenerated mantle. 

4.3 Results 

Macroscopic observations of shell material deposited by regenerated mantle showed a bio-

fouling assemblage sandwiched between two layers of mineral depositions (Fig. 4.2A, B); 

this differed greatly from normal shell formation (Fig. 4.2C) and was seen in four of the five 

oysters analysed. In these oysters, shell formed by regenerated mantle established a new layer 

of both prismatic and nacreous material over the top of this bio-fouling assemblage (Fig. 

4.2A,B). A clear border was obvious where the new deposition layers juxtaposed with the old 
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layer and the border ended proximally. Eroded nacre, characterised by its chalky, flakey and 

brittle nature, was recorded in all shells with bio-fouling assemblages (Fig. 4.2A,B). The 

thickness of the new nacreous and prismatic layers was similar or greater in the median part 

of the new deposition layers (secreted by regenerated mantle) compared to the original 

deposition layers. The thickness of the nacreous layer then reduced distally while the 

prismatic layer increased in thickness at the last point of attachment with the nacreous layer, 

and reduced after this point.  

A similar structure in the thickness of the prismatic and nacreous layers was also seen in 

normal shell (Fig 4.2C). The thickness of the nacreous layer reduced until it reached the point 

of separation with the prismatic layer, but the prismatic layer continued to increase in 

thickness then decreased at the end growth (Fig. 4.2C). However, the total thickness of shell 

secreted by regenerated mantle (minus the bio-fouling cavity) was nearly double than of the 

normal shell from the same oyster/shell.  
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Fig. 4.2.  Photographs of two sections of a shell of Pinctada maxima showing: A,B, the 
development of new layer of mineral depositions from regenerated mantle 
over an assemblage of biofouling and C, the development of normal shell. bio, 
biofouling; bor, border between first and second deposition; enl-1, eroded 
nacreous layer; nl, nacreous layer; nl-1, nacreous layer of first deposition; nl-2 
nacreous layer of second deposition by regenerated mantle; pl, prismatic layer; 
pl-1, prismatic layer of first deposition; and pl-2, prismatic layer of second 
deposition by regenerated mantle. Arrow heads indicate direction of growth. 
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The formation of shell by regenerated mantle (regenerated shell) was characterised by more 

uniform development of the prismatic layer (Fig. 4.3A) when compared to the prismatic layer 

of the ‘normal’ part of the same shell (Fig. 4.3B). The thickness of the aragonite platelets of 

the nacreous layer of both areas of the same shell was similar. However, the transition area of 

the regenerated section was narrower than in the normal section of the shell (Fig. 4.3). The 

section of regenerated area of other shell (Fig. 4.4A) showed a loose transition from prismatic 

to nacreous layer (Fig. 4.4C) although a typical formation of prismatic edge was the same as 

in the normal shell (Fig. 4.4B). The transition area was characterised with a spherulitic 

formation of calcareous (Fig. 4.4D). On the surface of the inner shell (the interface between 

the mantle and the shell), the formation of aragonite platelets of both regenerated and normal 

development of the shell was similar. The platelets were half developed in both regenerated 

and normal shell development (Fig. 4.5) and a fully development recorded in another shell 

from both regenerated and normal area (Fig. 4.6). The average thickness of platelets in both 

regenerated and normal shell was the same: 0.78 ± 0.16 and 0.78 ± 0.13 µm (mean ± SD, n = 

28), respectively (Fig. 4.7). A t-test showed that these means were not significantly different 

(t = 0.0629, df = 26, p-value = 0.95). 
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Fig. 4.3. The SEM structure of a shell of Pinctada maxima showing: A. shell formed by 

regenerated mantle; and B. by normal mantle of the same oyster; na, nacreous 

layer; pr, prismatic layer, and tr, transition area; while arrow heads indicate the 

direction towards the internal surface of the shell. 
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Fig.4.4. SEM of regenerated shell of Pinctada maxima showing the whole structure 

representing prismatic (pr) and nacreous (na) layers of the shell: B, the edge of 

the prismatic layer from the top inset of A; C, the bottom part of the prismatic 

layer of the medium inset of A showing a loose attachment of the prismatic 

and nacreous layers; and D, the transition area (tr) of prismatic and nacreous 

layers of the bottom inset of A. 
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Fig. 4.5. An intermediate development of nacre platelets of the inner surface of the 

shell of Pinctada maxima showing: A, nacreous layer constructed by the 

regenerated mantle; and B, by the normal nacre of the same animal. Insets 

show the wide view of the surface and arrowheads indicate the directions of 

growth. 
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Fig. 4.6. A full development of nacre platelets of the inner surface of the shell of 

Pinctada maxima showing: A, nacreous layer constructed by the regenerated 

mantle; and B, by the normal nacre of the same animal. Insets show the wide 

view of the surface and arrowheads indicate the directions of growth. 
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Fig. 4.7. Mean (± SD, n = 28) thickness of nacre platelets from Pinctada maxima shell 

secreted by normal and regenerated mantle. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

The results of this study confirm that regenerated mantle tissue in P. maxima is capable of 

secreting shell material and on this basis has the potential to be used as saibo for cultured 

pearl production. Four of the five oysters used in this study had an accumulation of 

biofouling on the original inner shell surface and new shell material had been laid over the 

top of this by the regenerated mantle. This form of shell structure is commonly known as 

‘double-back’ and is generally associated with mantle retraction indicating disease or trauma 

in pearl oysters (Humphrey, 2008). In these particular cases, however, biofouling was able to 

colonise the ventral inner surface of the shells as a result of mantle excision. Given that full 
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regeneration of excised mantle requires approximately 90 days (Chapter 3), this period of 

time is clearly sufficient for biofouling to become well established and firmly attached to the 

shell surface with the result that it cannot be pushed out or removed from the shell surface 

once the mantle tissue has regenerated.      

These results also show that the total thickness of regenerated shell was greater than that of 

normal shell. This may be a response to the intrusion of biofouling. Pearl oysters commonly 

increase the rate of nacre secretion in response to irritation or intrusion by foreign objects or 

boring organisms (Taylor & Strack, 2008). This process commonly results in the occurence 

of ‘blisters’ or protuberances on the inside of the shell adjacent to the site of irritation (Taylor 

& Strack, 2008; section 1.3.1). The resulting blisters may be very large. The results of this 

study indicate that when such intrusions occur closer to the shell margin, the oyster similarly 

responds by increasing the rate of nacre secretion and this process may result in the formation 

of a new ventral shell margin, oblique to the original plane of the shell valve. While it is 

likely that the increase in the rate of nacre secretion by regenerated mantle is a response to 

the presence of foreign material on the inner shell surface, another possibility is that 

regenerated mantle tissue has a higher rate of nacre secretion than normal mantle tissue. This 

possibility may have significant relevance to the use of regenerated mantle tissue as saibo for 

cultured pearl production. 

New shell material initially secreted by regenerated mantle to cover biofouling was composed 

of prismatic layer and this was the overlaid by nacre. The results of Chapter 3 showed that 

during regeneration of excised mantle tissue in P. maxima, the outer fold of the marginal 

zone emerged first. The outer fold is responsible for secreting the periostracum and the 

prismatic layers of the shell of pearl oysters (Fougerouse et al., 2008) and regulation for 

biomineralization (Chen et al., 2004). Its regeneration prior to the inner and middle folds 
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presumably indicates the importance of shell deposition adjacent to the wound site to 

minimise biofouling and potential predation. Nacre is secreted on top of the new prismatic 

layer, presumably once the regenerated mantle is fully extended so that the nacre secreting 

pallial zone of the mantle covers the regenerated prismatic material.     

The structure of the shell secreted by regenerated mantle was similar to that produced by 

normal mantle. This study confirms the similar structure of the prismatic layer, transition area 

and the nacreous layer of shell material secreted by regenerated mantle and normal mantle 

tissue. The transition area is the region where the prismatic and nacreous layers meet. This 

area is usually characterised by the development of spherulitic forms of calcareous structure 

from both prismatic and nacreous layers (Falini et al., 1996) which have also been recorded 

in shell regeneration in other molluscs (Fleury et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008; Reed-Miller, 

1983; Ubukata, 1994). This is the most common form of shell repair in molluscs (Simkiss & 

Wilbur, 1989). 

The formation of aragonite platelets by both regenerated and normal mantle of P. maxima 

was similar. There was no significant difference in the mean thickness of platelets within the 

nacre indicating similarity in the structure of nacre secreted by regenerated mantle tissue to 

that of normal mantle. This indicates that regenerated mantle has similar potential to normal 

mantle tissue to be used a saibo for cultured pear production.  

In summary, this experiment has shown that regenerated mantle from P. maxima is capable of 

producing shell material with the same structure as normal mantle. There appeared to be no 

difference in the size or structure of nacre platelets produced by the two type of mantle, and 

regenerated mantle secreted nacre at a more rapid rate than normal mantle tissue. The results 

do not indicate any constraints relating to the use of regenerated mantle as potential saibo.  
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Chapter 5 

Pearl-sac development in Pinctada maxima using regenerated mantle as 
saibo 

 

5.1 Introduction 

As outlined in Chapter 1, the method used for cultured pearl production in pearl oysters 

requires a skilled-technician who implants a nucleus into the gonad of a recipient pearl oyster 

together with a piece of mantle tissue from a sacrificed donor oyster during the seeding or 

grafting procedure (Gervis & Sims, 1992). Subsequent proliferation of the donor mantle 

tissue forms the pearl-sac around the nucleus. Scoones (1996) provided a detailed description 

of pearl-sac development in Pinctada maxima. He reported that pearl-sac development 

around the nucleus is completed around 30 days after the grafting operation and that nacre 

secretion begins very soon after the pearl-sac is complete. Further deposition of nacre from 

the pearl-sac onto the nucleus forms a cultured pearl over a period of about 2 years (Acosta-

Salmon et al., 2004; Gervis & Sims, 1992).  

Pinctada maxima recovers from anaesthesia in less than two hours (Chapter 2), and can 

regenerate excised mantle with all internal structures within three months while showing high 

survival (Chapter 3). Furthermore, Chapter 4 showed that regenerated mantle has full 

secretory function that can produce nacre which is indistinguishable from that secreted by 

normal mantle. These results indicate clearly that there is potential for using regenerated 

mantle tissue as saibo for pearl production.  
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 Following nucleus implantation, the first major step towards cultured pearl production is 

successful formation of the pearl-sac from proliferation of implanted saibo (Scoones, 1996; 

Simkiss & Wada, 1980; Taylor & Strack, 2008). This step is, therefore, a key determinant of 

the potential of saibo from anaesthetised oysters or regenerated mantle in pearl seeding 

operations. This study investigated pearl-sac formation in P. maxima following implantation 

with saibo from anaesthetised donor oysters and from oysters in which mantle tissue had been 

regenerated following prior mantle excision. 

5.2 Material and methods 

A total of 191 oysters, with dorso-ventral measurements (DVM) of between 12 and 17 cm, 

were used in this experiment. They were maintained in suspended culture on a long-line in 

Pioneer Bay, Orpheus Island (18°36’30’’S, 146°29’15’’E) prior to the experiment, and were 

cleaned before nucleus implantation.  

This study used oysters that had been treated in three different ways to determine the effects 

of these treatments on pearl-sac development: (1) anaesthetised oysters (Chapter 2); (2) 

oysters that have previously had mantle tissue excised which had subsequently regenerated; 

and (3) ‘normal’ non-anaesthetised oysters with normal non-regenerated mantle. These 

oysters were used as both donor oysters providing saibo and as nucleus recipients in various 

combinations (Table 5.1). All oysters were operated by the same professional pearl seeding 

technician. 
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Table 5.1. Four implantation combinations conducted in this study. 

 

Implantation 
No. Oysters 

Donor - Recipient 

Anaesthetised - Anaesthetised 24  

Anaesthetised - Normal 49  

Regenerated - Normal 48  

Normal (Control) - Normal (Control) 70  

 

Oysters were anaesthetised as outlined in Chapter 2. Once relaxed, the recipient and donor 

oysters were set aside by the technician who firstly prepared relaxed oysters to be used as 

donors. Tissue used as saibo was removed from the mantle, trimmed and chopped into small 

pieces (3 x 3 mm)(Acosta-Salmon et al., 2004). Each piece of saibo was inserted with a 

nucleus into the gonad of both relaxed and normal recipient oysters (Table 5.1).   

Oysters with regenerated mantle were also prepared for the operation. These oysters 

experienced original mantle excision more than three months prior to the experiment. 

Excision followed the method described in Chapter 3 where a piece of mantle approximately 

10 mm x 30 mm was cut from the distal part of the ventral region of the mantle. The mantle 

regenerated to its original extent and original form within 3 months (Chapter 3). In this 

experiment, these oysters were used as saibo donors only. The mantle taken from these 

oysters was cut from regenerated mantle within the original wound area and chopped into 

smaller pieces (3 x 3 mm) required for implantation. Regenerated mantle tissue was used to 

implant normal oysters only (Table 5.1). Finally, as a control, normal non-regenerated mantle 

was excised from non-anaesthetised oyster and used as saibo to implant normal non-

anaesthetised oysters.  
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The nuclei used in these operations varied in size from 2.3 to 2.5 and 2.6 bu (1 bu equals to 

3.03 mm) and the particular size used was chosen by the technician following inspection of 

the gonad of the recipient oyster. The grafting operations were conducted by a professional 

commercial pearl seeding technician. Implanted oysters were placed within a fine mesh bag 

(used to determine nucleus rejection). They were then held in a raceway with flowing sea 

water for two days prior to being placed into a panel net and returned to suspended culture 

conditions on the longline in Pioneer Bay.   

After six weeks, the experiment was terminated because of high numbers of expelled nuclei. 

Oysters that retained the nucleus were killed and the gonad removed into 70% ethanol for 24 

hours before being transferred into 4% formalin-seawater for few days. In the laboratory, 

pearl nuclei were removed and the pearl-sac was filled with gelatine to help maintain its 

shape; it was then put back into 4% formalin solution for a further night prior to preparation 

for histological analysis. Sections of 5-µm were cut from preserved pearl-sacs after 

embedding with paraffin following the methods of Acosta Salmon and Southgate (2005; 

2006) and those described in Chapter 3. Mayer’s Haematoxilin and Young’s Eosin-

Erythrosin, MSB (Martius Scarlet Blue) trichrome and Alcian Blue-PAS were used to stain.  

Statistical analysis of oyster survival data was conducted with S-Plus ® Ver. 8 for Windows. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Survival 

Survival of oysters in all treatments was high and ranged from 90% for ‘normal’ oysters 

implanted with ‘normal’ saibo, to 100% for anaesthetised oysters implanted with saibo from 
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anaesthetised donors (Fig. 5.1). Survival did not differ significantly between treatments 

(χ2=12.0, p-value= 0.2333). 

 

Fig. 5.1.  Survival of Pincatda maxima following seeding for pearl production using 

different combinations of donor and recipient oysters.  

5.3.2 Nucleus retention 

Nucleus retention was much poorer than expected with a total of only 15 oysters retaining 

their nuclei and showing pearl-sac development. Eight nuclei (53% of the total) were retained 

by oysters in the control treatment (normal saibo x normal recipients), 4 (26.7%) were 

retained by the anaesthetised saibo x anaesthetised recipient oysters, 2 (13.3%) by the 

regenerated saibo x normal recipients treatment and 1 (6.7%) by the anaesthetised saibo x 

normal recipients treatment.   

5.3.3 Histological analysis 

The pearl-sacs produced in this study were extremely delicate and difficulties were 

encountered in their processing and histological preparation. This often resulted in damage 
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which provided difficulties in interpreting histological slides. Because of this, pearl-sacs from 

only seven of the 15 gonads that retained a nucleus were used for histological analysis: four 

from oysters in the control treatment (normal saibo x normal recipient), one from the 

anaesthetised saibo x anaesthetised recipient treatment, and two in the regenerated saibo x 

normal recipient treatment.   

The six-week duration of this study was sufficient for complete pearl-sac development in 

oysters seeded with the three types of saibo (relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo) used in 

this study (Fig 5.2) with pearl-sac tissue completely enveloping the nucleus. However, the 

thickness of the pearl-sac epithelium varied indicating differences in the degree of pearl-sac 

maturity (Fig. 5.2). Oysters from all treatments showed evidence of tissue continuity between 

the saibo and recipient tissue indicating break down of saibo tissue and fusion with recipient 

tissue on the side distal to the nucleus. Pearl-sacs in all treatments had cell accessories: 

epithelium and mucous cells. In the control treatment which used normal saibo, greater 

development of nacre deposition was evident compared to that resulting from the use of both 

relaxed and regenerated saibo (Fig. 5.2C right). In pearl-sacs produced by relaxed and 

regenerated saibo, nacre deposition was not obvious but the deposition of an organic matrix 

covering the whole surface of the nucleus was clear (Fig. 5.2A-B). Despite variations in the 

thickness of the epithelium produced by each type of saibo, each pearl-sac produced 

approximately the same thickness of matrix or mineral deposition (Fig. 5.2). 
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Fig. 5.2    Two areas (left and right) of epithelial regions of the pearl-sac of A. regenerated 
saibo, B. relaxed saibo and C. normal saibo from Pinctada maxima six weeks after 
pearl implantation. det, detachment; e, epithelium; ms, mucous cells; md, mineral 
deposition; o, oocytes; om, organic matrix; sc, stem cells; and, sp, spermatozoa.  
Scale bars 20 µm. All was stained with MSB trichrome. 
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5.4 Discussion 

Scoones (1996) reported on pearl-sac development in Pinctada maxima every two days for a 

period of 50 days after seeding. Like this study, he reported that a significant number of 

samples could not be used in his analysis because of difficulties in processing them (i.e. 

incorrect orientation and damage during processing and sectioning). Nevertheless he 

provided the most detailed study so far on pearl-sac development in P. maxima which is 

summarise in Table 5.2.    

 

Table 5.2. Pearl-sac development in Pinctada maxima (Scoones, 1996). 

 

Days after 
operation 

Key developmental features 

2 No continuity evidence between the implant and the recipient nor 
implant tissue breakdown 

4 A record of continuity (attachment) between the recipient and the 
implant 

6 Continuity continues, but no evidence of epithelial development 

8 Evidence of epithelial development as well as inflammation of 
haemocytes  

10 Epithelial development continues 

16 Record of well developed epithelial layers 

30 Record of a complete epithelial cover 

34 Thin organic layer appears 

38 Thin nacre layers on nucleus 

50 Thickening mineral deposition 
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Implanted saibo developed continuity with recipient tissue within 4 days of grafting and 

development of the pearl-sac epithelium became evident after a further 4 days (Table 5.2). The 

resulting pearl-sac completely covered the nucleus approximately 30 days after saibo 

implantation which was followed shortly after by the first evidence of nacre deposition onto the 

nucleus (Scoones, 1996), with a thickened layer of mineral appeared on day 50 (Table 5.2). 

The samples used to assess pearl-sac development in the current study were taken six-week 

after saibo implantation. The results confirm that this duration is sufficient for complete 

pearl-sac development in P. maxima and for initial deposition of material from the pearl-sac 

onto the nucleus. The appearance of mineral deposition after 50 days reported by Scoones 

(1996) is similar to the results of this study, particularly for depositions from the pearl-sacs 

produced from normal mantle. 

 

The pearl-sac of P. maxima is surrounded by a thin epithelium layer composed of cuboidal or 

even squamous cells (Scoones, 1996). These types of epithelial cells were similarly recorded 

in this study, and in the results of Chapter 3, and they are assumed to have specific functions 

according to type. Squamous and cuboidal cells are thought to be related to nacre deposition, 

while columnar cells are associated with the organic matrix (Dix, 1973). These assumptions 

are based on the prevalence of these various types of epithelial cells in the different zones of 

the pearl oyster mantle. Squamous and cuboidal cells are common in the pallial to central 

zones of the mantle where nacre is routinely secreted (Garcia-Gasca et al., 1994; Fougerouse 

et al., 2008) and columnar cells are common in the marginal zone where the periostracum is 

formed (Scoones, 1996).  
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Despite unexpectedly low nucleus retention, the results of this study confirm that regenerated 

and relaxed saibo are able to generate complete pearl-sacs of similar structure and at a similar 

rate to normal saibo. However, the results indicate that there may have been a slower rate of 

mineral deposition from pearl-sacs that developed from both relaxed and regenerated mantle 

when compared to that from ‘normal’ pearl-sacs. This aspect required further investigation 

but may reflect low sample size and variability within samples. Marked variability in the rate 

of pearl-sac development in P. maxima between individual oysters was pointed out by 

Scoones (1996), who reported much thicker nacre deposition in some oysters 42 days after 

saibo implantation. He hypothesized that this resulted from variation in the time required for 

pearl-sac completion.  

 

Low retention of implanted nuclei was recorded for all treatments in this study and may have 

resulted from sub-optimal conditions following saibo implantation. It is normal practice for 

pearl-oysters to be transferred back to the sea as soon as possible after operation (Taylor & 

Strack, 2008) where they are preferably maintained in calm conditions with minimal current 

and wave activity to minimise stress (Southgate, 2008). In this study, poor weather conditions 

prevented newly operated oyster from being placed back into ocean-based culture systems 

soon after the operation. They were instead retained in land-based raceways for two days 

before transfer to the ocean. The same weather conditions resulted in rough seas which again 

may have influenced nucleus retention by oysters once they were return to the sea. A nucleus 

retention rate of 70-90% is normally achieved for P. maxima (Taylor & Strack, 2008).  

 

This experiment has confirmed the results of Chapter 4 in showing that regenerated mantle 

tissue from P. maxima apparently regains full secretory function. The results show that saibo 
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from relaxed oysters and saibo from regenerated mantle tissue is able to form a pearl-sac 

capable of mineral secretion onto an implanted nucleus, in a similar manner to ‘normal’ 

saibo. These findings indicate that both saibo from relaxed oysters and from regenerated 

mantle tissue has similar potential to normal mantle in its use for cultured pearl production. 

This hypothesis is investigated in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6 

Cultured pearl production from Pinctada maxima (Jameson) using relaxed 

and regenerated mantle tissue 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The method used for cultured pearl production in pearl oysters has changed a little since it 

was developed a century ago (Taylor & Strack, 2008). Briefly, a skilled-technician must 

implant a nucleus into the gonad of a recipient pearl oyster together with a piece of mantle 

tissue from a sacrificed donor oyster (Gervis & Sims, 1992), a process known as grafting or 

seeding. Subsequent proliferation of the donor mantle tissue forms the ‘pearl-sac’ around the 

nucleus, and deposition of nacre from the pearl-sac onto the nucleus forms a cultured pearl 

over a period of about 2 years (Acosta-Salmon et al., 2004; Gervis & Sims, 1992). Donor 

oysters are selected primarily on the basis of their nacre quality which greatly influenced by 

of resulting pearls (Taylor, 2002). For example, P. maxima may have nacre which is 

predominantly white-silver or gold in colour (Shirai, 1994) and the colour of resulting pearls 

is greatly influenced by that of the nacre of the donor oyster (Taylor, 2002). Furthermore, 

very recent research using xenotransplantation of saibo between P. maxima and P. 

margaritifera showed that pearl colour and complexion was strongly influenced by the donor 

oyster species (McGinty et al., 2010). In cultured pearl production therefore the best 

individuals are sacrificed in the hope of producing the highest quality pearls. This approach 

differs considerably from most livestock industries where higher quality individuals are used 
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in breeding programmes to improve the quality of culture stock. This aspect of pearl culture 

provides a potential bottleneck in the cultured pearl industry.  

Recent research however has shown that it is possible to excise mantle tissue from 

anaesthetised donor pearl oysters without killing them (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005; 

Chapter 3). Furthermore, P. maxima, like other species of pearl oyster, is able to regenerate 

excised mantle tissue with apparent full functionality within three months while showing high 

survival (Chapter 3). These findings potentially provide significant benefits to the P. maxima 

cultured pearl industry. For example, as outlined in section 1.7.2, donor oysters whose mantle 

tissue produces high quality pearls could be kept alive and potentially used as future broodstock 

to improve the quality of culture stock and pearl production. Furthermore, high quality oysters 

could be used as mantle donors on more than one occasion. However, these potential benefits 

rely on two major assumptions: (1) there are no adverse effects on pearl production, when 

mantle tissue from anaesthetised donor oysters is used for pearl implantation; and (2) there 

are no adverse effects on pearl quality when regenerated mantle tissue is used for pearl 

grafting.  

The results of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 showed that regenerated mantle tissue is able to 

secrete nacre with similar structure to ‘normal’ nacre, and that both relaxed and regenerated 

mantle tissue are capable of forming a pearl-sac following implantation. They indicate that 

relaxed and regenerated mantle tissue from P. maxima may be able to generate pearls when 

used for cultured pearl implantation. Testing this assumption is the basis of the experiment 

described in this Chapter, which assesses the yield and quality of pearls produced from P. 

maxima grafted with mantle tissue from anaesthetised donor oysters, regenerated mantle 

tissue and ‘normal’ mantle tissue obtained from sacrificed donor oysters. 
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6.2 Material and methods 

This study was conducted at a commercial pearl oyster farm at Penyabangan, North Bali, 

Indonesia (8º 09’ S and 114º 44’ E). Oysters used in the study were hatchery produced. Three 

groups of oysters were used which came from three separate hatchery cohorts: two resulted 

from spawning in March 2004 (MS1 and MS2) and in April 2004 (AS). Oysters were divided 

into two groups: donors and recipients (Table 6.1). Furthermore, donor oysters were grouped 

according to their nacre colours: silver (for silver donor) and gold (for gold donor). Silver 

donor oysters were from the MS1 cohort while gold donors were from the AS cohort. 

Recipient oysters were from both AS and MS2 cohorts (Table 6.1).  

6.2.1  Experimental design 

Table 6.1. Oysters used in the first and second operations in this study. 

1st Operation (30-31July 2006) 2nd Operation (9-11 November 2006) 

Donor Oysters Recipient 
Oysters 

Donor Oysters Recipient 
Oysters Silver Gold Silver Gold 

MS1 AS AS MS1* AS MS2 

* The same oysters used in the 1st operation 
MS1: oysters from the first spawning in March 2004 
MS2: oysters from the second spawning in March 2004 
AS: oysters from a spawning in April 2004 

 

Pearl grafting operations took place over two time periods. The first operation was conducted 

about three months earlier than the second (Table 6.1). The first operation was conducted 
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using relaxed mantle excised from anaesthetised donor oysters. The second operation was 

conducted with regenerated mantle excised from anaesthetised donor oysters (Fig. 6.1). 

Regenerated mantle was excised 3 months after initial excision because prior research in our 

laboratory has shown that completed regeneration of excised mantle is achieved within three 

months of excision. To prepare the strips of mantle tissue (saibo) used in the operations, 

donor oysters were excised after exposure to anaesthetic solution of 2.5 mL/L propylene 

phenoxetol (Chapter 2).   

Recipient oysters used for the first operation were from a 110 mm size group of AS, while for 

the second operation they were from a 100 mm size group of MS2. A total of 794 oysters 

were used for the first operation: 220 oysters were implanted with relaxed saibo from 

anaesthetised silver donors and 574 were implanted with relaxed saibo from anaesthetised 

gold donors. For the second operation 623 oysters were used: 200 oysters were implanted 

with relaxed regenerated saibo from anaesthetised silver donors and 423 oysters were 

implanted with relaxed regenerated saibo from anaesthetised gold donors. A control group 

was also established in the second operation composed of 103 oysters with using standard 

silver saibo from non- anaesthetised oysters. Thus a total of 1,520 oysters were implanted in 

this study.  

Prior to operation, oysters underwent a weakening or conditioning period for two weeks 

following standard farm practice. Nets containing the oysters were covered in a material with 

small pores to reduce water flow and held in deeper water. This process stimulates oysters to 

spawn and will allow technicians to operate in gonads with adequate space for nucleus 

implantation (Taylor & Strack, 2008). One day before the operation, the oysters were cleaned 

and placed them into tanks containing filtered seawater until being prepared for the operation.  
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6.2.2  First operation 

Water in tanks containing the oysters was lowered to stimulate shell opening and once open, 

a plastic wedge was inserted between the shell valves of each oyster. Pegged oysters to be 

used as recipients were collected in baskets and placed besides the technicians who were to 

conduct the implanting operation. Five technicians were used to implant the oysters used in 

this study. Donor oysters were selected on the basis of their nacre colour and were sorted into 

silver/white and gold/yellow colour groups. They were anaesthetised with 2.5mL/L propylene 

phenoxetol (Chapter 3) and, once relaxed, a strip of mantle was cut from the centre of the 

ventral marginal region (Chapter 4). This strip was long enough to provide approximately 

eight pieces of mantle (each 3 x 3 mm), allowing each donor oyster to supply saibo for at 

most eight recipient oysters. After mantle excision, donor oysters were put into a recovery 

tank before transportation back to field-based culture conditions where they remained until 

they were used again in the second operation (Fig. 6.1).  

During the operation, a piece of saibo was implanted together with a nucleus into the gonad 

of each recipient oyster following the method used commercially (Taylor & Strack, 2008). 

The nuclei used were yellow bio-coated nuclei (Orca Marine Supplies, Australia). Nucleus 

size selection was conducted arbitrarily by each technician based on their experience. The 

range of nucleus sizes used was 1.9 to 2.8 bu (1 bu equals to 3.03 mm). After the operation, 

recipient oysters were put into eight-pocket panel nets and hung under a fine mist sea water 

spray before being returned to field culture conditions. Each panel net contained six to eight 

oysters implanted from the same saibo donor.  
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6.2.3  Second operation 

The procedure used for the second operation was the same as that used for the first with the 

exception that saibo was taken from regenerated mantle of the donor oysters used in the first 

operation (Fig. 6.1). Saibo was excised from the ex-wound area of the donor oysters. Before 

excision, the donor oysters were again anaesthetised as detailed for the first operation. After 

mantle excision, donor oysters were placed into a recovery tank and then transported back to 

field-based culture conditions.  

The size of the nucleus used, the colour of donor nacre and the identity of the technician was 

recorded for each recipient oyster during both operations. Pearls resulting from first operation 

were harvested at the end of July 2008 but the second operation was on the first week of 

November 2009; both were harvested 24 months after nucleus implantation.  

6.2.4 Data analysis 

Survival of implanted oysters was recorded three months before pearls were harvested. A Chi 

Square Test for Independence was conducted using S-Plus ® Ver. 8 for Windows to 

determine whether oyster survival differed between the five technicians. The same test was 

then used to detect any differences in survival of oysters implanted with the different types of 

saibo (relaxed, relaxed-regenerated and normal). Nucleus retention was determined on the 

basis of the numbers of nucleated pearls retained in surviving oysters at harvest. Implanted 

oysters may reject the nucleus but retain saibo tissue in the gonad resulting in the formation 

of a non-nucleated pearl or ‘keshi’. Only nucleated pearls were included in this analysis. 

Nucleus retention was analysed using a Chi Square Test for Independence using S-Plus ® 

Ver. 8 for Windows. 
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Fig. 6.1.  A scheme showing the use of donor pearl oysters in two pearl operations 

conducted  in this study. 

For initial grading of the pearls resulting from this study, nucleated pearls together with keshi 

pearls were sorted into ‘Accepted’ and ‘Rejected’ groups. ‘Accepted’ pearls are valuable 

pearls for jewellery. ‘Rejected’ pearls are not valuable for jewellery and this category 

included small keshi (less than 3 mm) or pearls that appeared chalky, with no lustre or 

covered by conchiolin only (usually dark in colour). Accepted pearls were graded on the 

A strip of mantle (approx. 10 x 30 mm) was cut from the ventral margin 
of donor oyster and divided into up to 8 pieces for recipient oysters 

 

Three months culture 
to allow mantle 
regeneration 

Up to 8 recipient 
oysters in the panel 

 Up to 8 recipient 
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Donor oyster 

SECOND OPERATION FIRST OPERATION 
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basis of five criteria used to determine pearl quality: size and nacre thickness, shape, colour, 

surface complexion and lustre (Matlins, 2002; Strack, 2006; Taylor & Strack, 2008; Ward, 

1995) and followed the guide for assessing quality in south sea pearl by Taylor (2007).  

6.2.4.1  Pearl shape 

Pearl shape was recorded visually only and classification followed the scheme proposed by 

Taylor (2007) (Table 6.2). Six main shape categories were recognised in this study: round, 

drop, oval, button, baroque, and circle. The proportion of pearls in each shape category was 

compared between two types of saibo used in this study: relaxed and regenerated using a Chi 

Square Test for Independence. Pearls resulting from normal non-anaesthetised, non-

regenerated saibo were excluded from the test because of small sample size.  

6.2.4.2  Size and nacre thickness 

The size of all nucleated and keshi pearls was measured to the nearest 0.5 mm. The size was 

based on the diameter of the pearl taken from the widest point of the various shapes (Taylor, 

2007). Nucleated pearls were grouped into three size classes: small pearls (< 9 mm), medium 

pearls (9-12 mm) and large pearls (>12 mm). The Chi Square Test for Independence was 

used to determine whether of the proportion of pearls in each of the size categories was 

influenced by the types of saibo used to produce them. 

Nacre thickness was also determined by subtracting the nucleus diameter from the pearl 

diameter. This was done with pearls from the ‘round’ group only (round, near round and semi 

round) which were all nucleated pearls.  
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Table 6.2.  Categories based on shape characters in grading of Pinctada maxima pearls 

modified from Taylor (2007). 

Category Description 

Round  
(This category 
covers Round, 
Near Round and 
Semi Round)  

 

Round: Spherical with maximum variation in measure on any round pearl 
should not exceed 3% 

Near Round: Spherical with minor elongation or flattening on one face. A 
spherical pearl with a very small ‘bump’ on one end. The variation in 
measure is 3 – 7.5% 

Semi Round: Appear round when viewed from a specific angle. This pearl 
may be slightly oval, button or baroque but will appear round when set with 
other pearls. The variation in measure exceeds 7.5 – 10% 

Drop  
(This category 
includes Classic 
Drop, Drop and 
Semi Drop) 

Classic Drop: A tear-drop shaped pearl. The pearl apex should be tapered to a 
fine end without any obvious distortion. The opposing end of the pearl should 
be rounded and not flat 

Drop: A short drop shaped pearl. The pearl tapers cleanly to the apex but is 
shorter than classic long drop 

Semi Drop: A conical shape drop pearl, drops with a flattened base, drops 
with deformation at the apex, drops with a single ring in the top 25% of the 
pearl (greater than this and the pearl is categorised as a circle pearl)  

Oval  
(This category 
includes Oval and 
Semi Oval) 

Oval: Oval shapes that cannot be placed in a Semi Round category because 
they are too long. These pearls have more or less the same taper or width 
either end of the pearl. 

Semi Oval: An oval shaped pearl with a flattened base, ovals with 
deformation at the apex, drops with a single ring in the top 25% of the pearl 
(greater than this and the pearl is a ‘circle’) 

Button 
(This category 
covers High 
Button, Flat Button 
and Semi Button) 

Button: These pearls are well rounded for the main with a slightly flattened 
base or with lesser curvature on one side compared with the other. Viewed 
from above, these type of pearls will appear to be round 

Flat Button: Either a distinctly flat on  one side or disc like 

Semi Button: Conical, squat pearls similar to cone shaped drops but wider 
than they tall 

Baroque 
(This category 
includes Baroque 
and Semi Baroque)  

Baroque: Asymmetrical pearls with no clearly defined shape characteristic 

Semi Baroque: Loss of symmetry due to large bumps on one side or end of 
the pearl. These pearls generally still show the shape characteristics of other 
categories 

Circle  
(This category 
includes Classic 
Circle and Semi 
Circle) 

Classic Circle: A pearl with one to three distinct symmetrical rings. At least 
one of the rings will be more than 30% down the length (top to bottom for 
drops) of the pearl or there is more than one ring. If the ring does not run the 
entire diameter of a pearl the pearl will not be classed as a circle 

Semi Circle: A pearl with three or more rings or with asymmetrical rings or 
rings that give the pearl a scratched or scored appearance 
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One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to determine any differences in nacre 

thickness among pearls produced by the different types of saibo used in this study. A Tukey 

HSD post-hoc analysis was used to identify significant differences between treatments 

following data transformation. Correlation analysis was then used to determine the degree of 

correlation between individual pearl size and nacre thickness or nucleus size using S-Plus ® 

Ver. 8 for Windows after passing a normality test.  

6.2.4.3  Colour 

Pearl colour and overtone were estimated using the classification of Taylor (2007) shown in 

Table 6.3. Pearl colours were described qualitatively to compare between the pearl produced 

by the different types of siabo used in this study and between saibo from the different colour 

saibo donors (i.e. silver/white and gold/yellow). 

6.2.4.4  Surface complexion 

The surfaces of the pearls produced in this study were inspected to identify imperfections 

such as spots, scratches, wrinkles, small blisters and cracks (Matlins, 2002; Strack, 2006; 

Taylor, 2007). Grading based on surface characteristics followed the classification of Taylor 

(2007) shown in Table 6.4. 

6.2.4.5  Lustre 

Pearl lustre was evaluated on the basis of the sharpness of reflections with clearer reflection 

indicating higher lustre (Matlins, 2002; Strack, 2006). Grading on the basis of lustre followed 

the classification of Taylor (2007) which is detailed in Table 6.5. 
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Table 6.3. Categories based on colour in grading pearls of Pinctada maxima (Taylor, 2007). 

Category Description 

WW Typical soft white colour with no obvious overtone 

WS A white pearl with a light silver overtone 

WC A white pearl with a cream overtone 

WP A white pearl with a pink overtone 

WF A white pearl with ’fancy’ overtone in green or blur 

SS A distinctly silver pearl 

SP A silver pearl with pink overtone 

SF A silver pearl with ‘fancy’ overtone in green or blue 

PP A pink pearl 

CC A cream pearl 

CP A cream pearl with pink overtone 

CF A cream pearl with fancy overtone in green or blue 

YY A yellow pearl 

GL A light gold pearl 

GG A metallic gold pearl 

GF A metallic gold pearl with ‘fancy’ overtone in red or copper 

FF A ‘fancy’ colour with high intensity: apricot, purple, blue, green, 
chocolate, platinum 

FL A ‘fancy’ colour of moderate intensity: apricot, purple, blue, green, 
chocolate, platinum 
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Table 6.4. Categories based on surface complexion used for grading pearls of Pinctada 

maxima (Taylor, 2007). 

Category Description 

A1 No blemishes or one very small blemish that can be removed by 
drilling 

B1 One to three very small blemishes in close proximity with the 
majority of the pearl surface being clear 

B2 3 or more blemishes but with at least one clean face visible on the 
pearl 

C1 Minor blemishes all over the pearl surface (no clean face) or one 
to two large blemishes that affect over 70% of the pearl surface. 
Wrinkled or Scratched pearls fall in this category 

C2 Blemished on entire surface, spots are calcified 

D1 A commercially reject pearl. A pearl that does not fall into above 
categories 

 

Table 6.5. Categories based on lustre used for grading pearls of Pinctada maxima (Taylor, 

2007). 

Category Description 

Brilliant (1) A very bright pearl. Light appears to reflect from within the pearl 
(referred to as orient or inner glow). Pin points of light are very 
clearly and sharply reflected. It appears like a mirror 

Excellent (2) A bright pearl but has a slightly blurred reflection 

High (3) A pearl with minimal inner reflection but blurred 

Modest (4) A pearl that appears slightly opaque, the reflection is not clear 

Poor (5) Opaque to the point appearing milky. Commercially, it is not for 
retail sale. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1  Oyster survival 

Survival of operated pearl oysters among technicians ranged from 90% to 94 % (Fig. 6.2). 

Oyster survival did not vary significantly between technicians (χ
2= 6.589906, p=0.159213). 

The percentage of pearl oyster survival based on the types of saibo used in this study 

(relaxed, regenerated and normal) varied from 90% (normal saibo) to 92% (regenerated 

saibo) and 95% (relaxed saibo) (Fig. 6.3). These values did differ significantly (χ
2= 8.990048, 

p=0.01116441). 
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Fig 6.2. Survival (%) of Pinctada maxima two years after operation by five technicians 

(recorded two weeks before harvest). Tech 1 (n= 570 oysters), Tech 2 (n= 401 

oysters), Tech 3 (n= 82 oysters), Tech 4 (n= 183 oysters) and Tech 5 (n=179 oysters). 
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Fig 6.3. Survival (%) of Pinctada maxima two years after implantation with relaxed saibo (n 

= 753 oysters), regenerated saibo (n = 572 oysters) and normal saibo (control)(n = 90 

oysters)(recorded two weeks before harvest). (χ
2= 8.990048, p=0.01116441). 

6.3.2  Nucleus retention 

Nucleus retention among technicians for all surviving oysters implanted with all three types 

of saibo (relaxed, regenerated and normal) varied from 26% (Tech 2) to 41% (Tech 4)(Fig. 

6.4A). These values differed significantly (χ2= 31.00954, p=0.0001399552). To determine 

whether the type of saibo contributed to these differences in nucleus retention between 

technicians, another Chi Square Test was conducted for oysters implanted with relaxed and 

regenerated saibo only. Retention of nuclei by oysters implanted with relaxed saibo was not 

significant (χ2= 1.567007, p=0.457). The percentage of nucleus retention for this category 

was between 25% and 29% for two of the technicians (Fig. 6.4B). The same test conducted 

for retention of nuclei by oysters implanted with regenerated saibo was also not significant 

(χ2= 11.9484, p=0.153) where the percentage of nucleus retention ranged from 32% to 41% 

across the five technicians (Fig. 6.4C). Overall nucleus retention for oysters implanted with 
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the three types of saibo varied from 27% for those implanted with relaxed and normal saibo 

to 37% for those implanted with regenerated saibo (Fig.6.5). Type of saibo had a very 

significant effect on nucleus retention (χ234.01114, p=0).   
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Fig 6.4. Percentage of nucleus retention by Pinctada maxima implanted by five technicians in 

(A) all surviving oysters, (B) surviving oysters implanted with relaxed saibo and (C) 

surviving oysters implanted with regenerated saibo.  
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Fig 6.5. Percentage of nucleus retention by Pinctada maxima implanted with different types 

of saibo (relaxed, regenerated and normal). Relaxed saibo (n = 206 pearls), 

regenerated saibo (n = 214 pearls) and normal saibo (control)(n = 24 pearls)( χ2= 

34.01114, p=0).  

6.3.3 Pearl quality 

The total number of both nucleated and keshi pearls produced by oysters implanted with 

relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo was 240, 165 and 19, respectively. The proportion of 

these that were considered to be of acceptable commercial quality was 99%, 62% and 53% 

for oysters implanted with relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo, respectively (Fig. 6.6). 

There was a highly significant difference between these values (χ
2= 112.3091, p=0).  
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Fig 6.6. The percentage of accepted pearls as a proportion of total pearls produced by 

Pinctada maxima implanted with three types of saibo (relaxed, regenerated and 

normal). Relaxed saibo (n = 240 pearls), regenerated saibo (n = 166 pearls) and 

normal saibo (control)(n = 19 pearls) (χ2= 112.3091, p=0). 

6.3.3.1  Pearl shape 

The proportions of pearls in each of the major categories of shape resulting from implantation 

of oysters with relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo are shown in Fig. 6.7. The majority of 

pearls were graded into the ‘round’ shape category (34.8% of a total of 425 pearls)(Fig. 

6.7A). The majority of pearls in this category were produced by oysters implanted with 

relaxed saibo (47% of category total)(Fig. 6.7B), while those from oyster implanted with 

normal saibo made up the smallest proportion of pearls in this category (28%)(Fig. 6.7D). 

Pearls in the ‘drop’ category made up 20.2% of the total number of pearls produced. Again, 

the majority of pearls in this category were produced by oysters implanted with relaxed saibo 

(24% of category total) while those from oyster implanted with normal saibo made up the 

smallest proportion of pearls in this category (11%). Pearls in the ‘oval’ and ‘button’ 

categories made up 10.1% and 13.6% of the total number of pearls produced, respectively, 
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where the highest proportions of the totals were made up by pearls from oysters implanted 

with normal saibo (Fig. 6.7D). Pearls in the ‘circle’ and ‘baroque’ categories made up only 

4% of the total number of pearls produced and were produced by oysters implanted with 

relaxed or regenerated saibo only (Fig. 6.7B,C). Keshi pearls made up 13.2% of the total 

number of pearls produced and again were produced by oysters implanted with relaxed or 

regenerated saibo only. Because of the low number of pearls produced by oysters implanted 

with normal saibo (19), statistical tests into the effects on types of saibo on pearl shape were 

conducted for relaxed and regenerated saibo only. There was shown to be a highly significant 

effect (χ2= 15.32797, p=0.018). 
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Fig 6.7. The proportions of various pearl shape categories produced by Pinctada maxima. A: 

total pearls (n= 425), B: pearls from oysters implanted with relaxed saibo (n = 240 

pearls), C: pearls from oysters implanted with regenerated saibo (n = 166 pearls) and, 

D: pearls from oysters implanted with normal saibo (n = 19 pearls).  
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6.3.3.2.  Pearl size and nacre thickness 

The size frequency of both nucleated and keshi pearls produced by oysters implanted with 

relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo are shown in Fig. 6.8. Pearls produced by relaxed 

saibo ranged from 3-14 mm in size. The highest proportions of pearls produced by relaxed 

saibo were in the 10-11 mm categories which collectively made up 46% of the total (Fig. 

6.8A). Pearls produced by relaxed saibo attained a larger size than those resulting from both 

regenerated and normal saibo (Fig. 6.8B,C); those in the 12.5 mm to 14 mm size range made 

up 3% of the total number of pearls produced by relaxed saibo. Pearls produced by 

regenerated saibo ranged in size from 4 mm to 12 mm with the majority (64.2%) in the 8-9 

mm size classes (Fig. 6.8B). The largest pearls produced by regenerated saibo were in the 12 

mm size class but only 3.6% of the total number of pearls fell into the 10.5 mm to 12 mm size 

categories. Pearl produced by normal saibo ranged from 8 mm to 11 mm in size (Fig. 6.8C) 

and did not attain the larger sizes of pearls produced by relaxed and regenerated saibo. The 

majority (57.9%) of pearls produced by normal saibo were in the 8.5 mm to 9 mm size 

categories and, unlike the pearls produced by relaxed and regenerated saibo, no small pearls 

(< 5 mm including keshi) were produced.      

Further sorting of nucleated pearls only (i.e. without keshi) into three size group categories (< 

9 mm, 9-12 mm and > 12 mm) showed that the majority of pearls in the former were 

produced by regenerated saibo while the majority of pearls produced by relaxed and normal 

saibo were captured by the 9-12 mm size category (Fig. 6.9). The > 12 mm size category 

contained mostly pearls produced by relaxed saibo (Fig. 6.9A) but they made up only 8.3% of 

the total pearls produced from this saibo.     
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There was a very significant effect of type of saibo on pearl size (χ
2= 44.57578, p=0).  
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Fig 6.8. Size-frequency distributions of pearls produced by Pinctada maxima implanted with 

(A) relaxed, (B) regenerated and (C) normal saibo. Relaxed saibo (n = 239 pearls), 

regenerated saibo (n = 165 pearls) and normal saibo (n = 19 pearls). 
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Fig 6.9. Proportions of nucleated pearls produced by Pinctada maxima within three different 

sizes classes following implantation with (A) relaxed, (B) regenerated and (C) normal 

saibo. Relaxed saibo (n = 204 pearls, regenerated saibo (n = 147 pearls) normal saibo 

(n = 19 pearls).  

Mean pearl size and nacre thickness of nucleated pearls produced by oysters implanted with 

relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo from the ‘round’ shape category is shown in Fig. 6.10. 

Mean (± SE) sizes of pearls produced by relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo were 10.3 ± 

0.14 mm, 8.7 ± 0.11 mm and 9.2 ± 0.33 mm, respectively. Nacre thickness ranged from 0.7 to 
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6.5 mm. The average nacre thickness among pearls produced by the different types of saibo 

was 3.4 ± 0.12 mm for relaxed saibo, 1.8 ± 0.11 mm for regenerated saibo and 2.4 ± 0.30 mm 

for normal saibo (Fig. 6.10). One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to 

analyse the effect of types of saibo on nacre thickness after square root transformation of the 

data to achieve normal distribution. The result of the test was very significant (Table 6.6). A 

post-hoc Tukey HSD test showed that relaxed saibo produced significant greater nacre 

thickness than both regenerated (p = 0.000) and normal saibo (p = 0.013), while nacre 

thickness from regenerated saibo did not differ significantly from that of normal saibo (p = 

0.120).  
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Fig 6.10. Mean (mm ± SE) pearl size and nacre thickness of round nucleated pearls produced 

by Pinctada maxima implanted with relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo. 
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Table 6.6. Effect of types of saibo (normal, relaxed, regenerated) on nacre thickness tested 

with One-Way Analysis Variance (ANOVA). 

 df 
Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square 

F Value PR (F) 

Types of 
saibo 

2 8.76166 4.380830 50.73521 0 

Residuals 143 12.34761 0.086347   

 

To determine the relative contributions of nucleus size and nacre thickness to pearl size, a 

correlation test was conducted on the transformed data. Using the categorisation of Fowler et 

al. (2004), the correlation between pearl size and nucleus size was ‘weak’ (r = 0.31, n = 146) 

while the correlation between size and nacre thickness was ‘very strong’ (r = 0. 95, n =146) 

(Fig. 6.11). 
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Fig. 6.11. Correlation between pearl size and nacre thickness (r = 0. 9460512) of round 

nucleated pearls from Pinctada maxima.  

 

6.3.3.3  Pearl colour 

White/silver colours (WW, WS, WC, WP, SS, SP; see Table 6.3) were dominant in pearls 

produced by oysters implanted with white/silver donor saibo of all types (relaxed, 

regenerated and normal saibo) (Fig. 6.12). This range of pearl colours made up 96% of total 

pearls produced by relaxed saibo and 83.1% and 84.2% of the total for regenerated and 

normal saibo, respectively (Fig. 6.12). Pearls with transition colours (PP, CC, CP and CF; see 

Table 6.3) were also produced by all types of saibo (4.2% for relaxed saibo, 10.8% for 

regenerated saibo and 15.8% for normal saibo). However, only regenerated saibo produced 
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pearls with various colours (FF and FL) which made up 6.1% of total pearls produced by 

regenerated saibo.  

The frequency of the various pearl colours produced by yellow/gold oysters implanted with 

relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo from yellow/gold donors is shown in Fig. 6.13. There 

was much greater variability in pearl colour shown when compared to pearls produced by 

saibo from white/silver donors. White/silver colours (WW, WS, WC, WP, SS, SP; see Table 

6.3) shared about the same percentage in both relaxed and regenerated saibo (53.1 and 52.6%, 

respectively) but the proportion of pearls in the yellow/gold colour range (YY, GL, GG, GF;  

see Table 6.3) was greater from relaxed saibo (22.5%) than from regenerated saibo (11%). 

However, regenerated saibo produced a higher proportion of pearls in both transition and 

various colour groups. 
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Fig 6.12. Percentage of pearls from Pinctada maxima implanted with white/silver saibo into 

white/silver oyster. A: implanted with relaxed saibo, B: implanted with regenerated 

saibo and C: implanted with normal saibo (control) (see Table 6.3 for colour 

categories and their abbreviations). 
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Fig 6.13. Percentage of pearls from Pinctada maxima implanted with yellow/gold saibo into 

yellow/gold oyster. A: implanted with relaxed saibo and B: implanted with 

regenerated saibo (see Table 6.3 for colour categories and their abbreviations). 

6.3.3.4  Surface complexion 

There was considerable variation in the proportion of pearls in each of the major categories of 

surface complexion shown in Table 6.4 (Fig. 6.14). Only 12.9% of the total number of pearls 

produced in this study were categorised within the A1 category (Fig. 6.14A) which are 

characterised by no blemishes or a small blemish that can be removed by drilling. Within the 

A1 category, pearls produced by relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo made up 11.7%, 

15.1% and 10.5% of the total, respectively (Fig. 6.14B-D). Pearls in category B1 made up 

13.9% of the total pearls produced, made up of 17.1%, 8.4% and 21.1% of the pearls 

produced by relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo, respectively. Most of pearls produced 

from both relaxed (45.4%) and normal (47.4%) saibo were graded within the B2 category 
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which is characterised by having three or more blemishes with at least a half sphere free of 

blemishes. Pearls in category B2 comprised 38.6% of the total number of pearls produced. 

Pearls in category C1, which have minor blemishes affecting 70% of the surface, made up 

24.7% of the total number of pearls produced and included 33.1% of those produced by 

regenerated saibo. Pearls in category C2 with blemishes on the entire surface made up 9.9% 

of the total number of pearls produced and was composed of pearls produced by relaxed and 

regenerated saibo only (Fig. 6.14B,C). There was a highly significant effect of saibo type 

(relaxed and regenerated saibo only) on surface complexion of pearls produced (χ
2= 

26.99977, p=0).  
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Fig. 6.14. Proportions of pearls within five surface complexion categories (see Table 6.4). A: 

total pearls (n = 425), B: pearls produced by relaxed saibo (n = 240), C: pearls 

produced by regenerated saibo (n = 166) and D: pearls produced by normal saibo 

(control)(n = 19). 
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6.3.3.5  Lustre 

Only 10.6% of the pearls produced in this study were graded within the highest category for 

lustre (Fig. 6.15). Pearls produced by relaxed saibo made up the majority (14.2%) of these. 

The majority of the pearls produced from all treatments were placed into category 2 and were 

characterised as being bright pearls with a slightly blurred reflection. Pearls from regenerated 

saibo made up the majority of pearls in this category which contained 69.9% of pearls from 

regenerated saibo, 57.9% of pearls from normal saibo and 54.6% of those from relaxed saibo. 

Pearls in category 3 which have minimal but blurred inner reflection made up 30% of the 

total number of pearls produced and the major proportion of them (36.8%) was made up by 

pearls produced by normal saibo. Pearls in categories 1-3 made up 99% of the total pearls 

produced in this study (Fig. 6.15). The effect of saibo type (relaxed and regenerated only) on 

pearl lustre within categories 1-3 was very significant (χ
2= 10.07011, p=0.006). 
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Fig 6.15. The proportion of pearls produced by Pinctada maxima based on lustre category 

(see Table 6.5). A: total pearls produced (n=425), B: pearls produced by relaxed 

saibo (n = 240), C: pearls produced by regenerated saibo (n = 166) and D: pearls 

produced by normal saibo (control, n = 19). 
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6.4 Discussion 

Cultured pearl production requires sacrifice of high quality oysters to provide the donor saibo 

tissue that is implanted into recipient, pearl producing oysters (Taylor & Strack, 2008; Wada 

& Komaru, 1996). Acosta-Salmon et al. (2004) showed that saibo excision from 

anaesthetised Pinctada margaritifera could be undertaken without mortality and that the 

oysters could regenerate excised mantle tissue within 3 months of excision. They 

hypothesised that anaesthetising donor oysters for saibo excision, rather than killing them, 

provided potential benefits to the cultured pearl industry including the use of regenerated 

saibo for pearl implantation (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005; Acosta-Salmon et al., 2004). 

This hypothesis however is based on the assumptions that mantle tissue from anaesthetised 

oysters, and regenerated mantle tissue, perform well when compared to normal saibo. This 

study is the first to test these assumptions. Furthermore, this study is unique as it was 

conducted at a commercially relevant scale at a commercial pearl farm using standard 

commercial pearl culture methods.    

The results of this study indicate that relaxed and/or regenerated saibo is as good as, or 

possibly better than, normal saibo for cultured pearl production. Based on the major criteria 

used to assess the performance of both oysters and pearls after implanting with relaxed, 

regenerated and normal mantle (Table 6.7), the results indicate that relaxed saibo from 

anaesthetised pearl oysters performed better than both regenerated and normal saibo.  

The three types of saibo used in this study supported high oyster survival (90-95%) which is 

within the range normally associated with commercial pearl production of 90-98% (Taylor & 

Strack, 2008). The type of saibo used in this study did influence nucleus retention with 

greater retention resulting from the use of regenerated saibo compared to relaxed and normal 
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saibo (Table 6.7). However, nucleus retention in this study was relatively low (approx. 35%) 

compared to that of 70-90% achieved in commercial farms of Pinctada maxima (Taylor & 

Strack, 2008). The normal saibo treatment in this study showed particularly low retention. 

This was unexpected and perhaps indicates that technicians performances were affected by 

‘research conditions’ which may have produced some nervousness during the operations, 

even though it was done as normally as possible, under identical conditions to those used by 

the same technicians during commercial pearl implanting operations. All implantations using 

normal saibo were conducted by the same technician, but the results show that the 

performance of the same technician in implanting other types of saibo (i.e. regenerated 

mantle) did not differ significantly from that of the other technicians. This particular 

technician therefore had no or little effect in the difference of nucleus retention among types 

of saibo.  

When grading the pearls produced in this study using standard grading criteria, regenerated 

saibo was shown to produce more rejected (not acceptable for jewellery) pearls as well as 

lower quality pearls compared to those produced by relaxed saibo (Table 6.7). However, 

pearls produced by normal saibo showed a greater proportion of rejects than those resulting 

from regenerated saibo (Table 6.7). Most of the rejected pearls were covered with 

periostracum and were dark in colour indicating that the pearl-sac formed from the saibo 

could only produce the organic matrix, not nacre, as the base for mineral deposition (Addadi 

& Weiner, 1997). This may result from an inability of the pearl-sac to secrete nacre because 

secretory cells did not function properly nor did not exist. Regenerated mantle is 

morphologically identical to normal mantle tissue and is assumed to have equivalent 

secretory abilities (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005). However, production of nuclei coated 

with organic matrix only by oysters implanted with regenerated saibo indicates that some of 
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the regenerated mantle used in this study may not have achieved full functionality within the 

three months regeneration period prior to implantation. It may also indicate that a greater 

period is required for complete mantle regeneration or that regenerated mantle may not 

always achieve full functionality. Further indication that regenerated mantle may not achieve 

the same level of secretory function as non-regenerated mantle is shown by the relatively 

high proportion of pearl with poor surface complexion (category C1) and the relatively low 

nacre thickness of pearls produced by this mantle type. Both nacre thickness and pearl size of 

round nucleated pearls produced by regenerated saibo were the lowest among the three 

treatments (Table 6.7) with the average nacre thickness about half that of pearls resulting 

from relaxed saibo and three quarters that of pearls resulting from normal saibo.  

Size is one of the major criteria when determining pearl values with large pearls having much 

greater value than small pearls (Matlins, 2002; Strack, 2006; Ward, 1995). Pearls produced 

by relaxed saibo from anaesthetised donor oysters made up the highest proportions of pearls 

in the medium and large size ranges (Table 6.7). 
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Table 6.7. Numerical ranking of the performance of oysters and pearls resulting from 

implantation of Pinctada maxima with three types of saibo (relaxed, regenerated and normal) 

against standard criteria where 1 = most favourable and 3 = least favourable.  

Criteria 
Types of saibo 

Relaxed  Regenerated  Normal  

Oyster survival 1 1 1 

Nucleus retention 2 1 2 

Less rejected pearls 1 2 3 

Pearl shape (round preferred) 1 1 2 

Pearl size (% larger pearls) 1 3 2 

Pearl 
colour  

White/Silver 1 1 1 

Gold 1 2 No data 

Nacre thickness 1 3 2 

Surface complexion  1 2 1 

Pearl lustre  1 2 3 

Total: 11 18 17 

 

 

Of the other important criteria used in determining pearl quality (pearl shape, pearl colour, 

nacre thickness, surface complexity and lustre), pearls resulting from relaxed saibo ranked 

highest, when compared to those from regenerated and normal saibo (Table 6.7). Round 

pearls from relaxed and regenerated saibo made up almost half of the total pearls produced by 

each type of saibo but made up less than 30% of pearls produced by normal saibo.  
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‘Gold’ is the most valuable pearl colour but value decreases considerably when pearls have a 

‘yellow’ colour. Silver pearl colour, however, is the second most valuable pearl colour in 

South Sea pearls. The colours of pearls resulting from this study, show that regardless of 

saibo type, saibo from white/silver nacre donor oysters produced pearls predominantly within 

the white/silver colour range (Table 6.7). However, both relaxed and regenerated saibo 

originating from yellow/gold nacre donor oysters differed in the colours of pearls that they 

produced. Relaxed saibo tended to produce more yellow/gold colour pearls than regenerated 

saibo from yellow/gold saibo donors (Table 6.7). This result is interesting as it indicates that 

pearl colour was influenced by the regeneration process; i.e., is not determined solely by the 

genetic make-up of the saibo. This aspect requires more research.  

The surface complexion of pearls produced by regenerated saibo was the poorest of produced 

by the three types of saibo used in this study (Table 6.7). Most of the pearls produced by both 

relaxed and normal saibo were graded into the B2 category with three or more blemishes and 

at least a clean face visible. The majority of pearls produced by regenerated saibo however 

were graded into the C1 category with no clean face on the pearl surface or one to two large 

blemishes that affect 70% of the pearl surface.  

Pearl lustre was also influenced by saibo type in this study. Relaxed saibo produced a greater 

proportion of pearls within category 1 with ‘brilliant’ lustre. However, for each type of saibo, 

more than half of the pearls were graded into category 2 with ‘excellent’ lustre, and 

regenerated saibo produced more pearls in this category than relaxed or normal saibo. 

Therefore, both relaxed and regenerated saibo have their potential in this regard (Table 6.7). 

In conclusion, relaxed saibo performed considerably better than regenerated and normal (non-

relaxed, non-regenerated) saibo in this study with regard to overall oyster performance and 
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pearl quality based on the criteria outlined in Table 6.7. The results confirm that relaxed 

mantle tissue can be used for pearl production with similar or better results than normal 

mantle. On this basis, pearl farmers could confidently consider anaesthesia of donor oysters 

prior to mantle excision so that they may be retained alive for future use. While one such use 

is subsequent saibo donation (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005; Chapter 3), the results of 

this experiment have shown that regenerated mantle tissue was inferior to normal saibo in 

supporting production of good quality pearls. Some of the potential shortcomings of 

regenerated mantle are discussed above and our results suggest that high quality donor 

oysters, in which mantle is allowed to regenerate, should probably not be used as multiple 

saibo donors.  

Prior studies have considered potential practical difficulties in applying anaesthetics for pearl 

production at a large scale (Acosta-Salmon et al., 2005; Norton et al., 1996). However, much 

of this discussion has related to difficulties in anaesthetising the larger numbers of oysters 

used as nucleus recipients. Much smaller numbers of donor oysters are required because each 

may produce sufficient saibo to implant around 20-30 recipient oysters (Taylor & Strack, 

2008). Anaesthetising donor oysters prior to mantle excision could probably be 

accommodated with relatively minor changes to saibo preparation practices. However, timing 

may be a crucial aspect of this process because over-exposure to anaesthetics can adversely 

affect the response of oyster tissues (Chapter 2) and may affect the subsequent function of 

relaxed saibo. The results of this experiment show clearly that there can be positive benefits 

to pearl quality from using relaxed saibo for pearl production. The reasons for this require 

further study.  
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Chapter 7 

Assessing pearl quality using Reflectance UV-Vis Spectroscopy: does the 

same donor produce similar pearl quality? 

7.1 Introduction 

Pearls resemble the inner part of the nacreous molluscan shell (Dall, 1883). Nacre is 

composed of calcium carbonate crystallized in the form of aragonite platelets on an organic 

matrix scaffold of conchiolin (Gre´goire, 1957; Kobayashi & Samata, 2006; Simkiss & 

Wilbur, 1989; Weiner et al., 1984). Conchiolin is a dark-colored organic protein secreted 

during the initial phases of pearl formation. Generally it is the first layer deposited by the 

pearl-sac. The quality of nacre composing the pearl is generally assumed to resemble that of 

the donor oyster, and donor oysters are chosen primarily on this basis (Wada & Komaru, 

1996). Therefore, good donor selection is assumed to contribute to good quality of pearls 

(Taylor, 2002). However, no prior study has compared the quality of pearls resulting from the 

same donor.  

Pearl quality is determined by five primary factors: lustre, colour, shape, surface contour and 

size (Matlins, 2002; Southgate et al., 2008; Strack, 2006; Ward, 1995). Many of these 

characteristics are subjective and may depend on individual perceptions (Ward, 1995). Pearl 

grading is also labour intensive and requires skill and experience. A pearl grader has to be 

able to quantify and collate all visual observations and allocate each pearl to a defined 

grading level. However, techniques are available that may assist in reducing subjectivity in 

assessing some aspects of pearl quality. For example, UV-visible (UV-Vis) 

spectrophotometry utilising a diffuse reflectance accessory can be used to assess material 
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properties based on reflected light. This technique has been extensively applied in a wide-

range of chemical analyses of gaseous, liquid and solid materials (Agatonovic-Kustrin et al., 

1999; Burger et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2003; Ito et al., 2008; Kemper & Sommer, 2002). As 

UV-Vis light passes through, or is reflected by a material, specific groups of wavelengths are 

absorbed and the remaining light is reflected and interpreted by the eye as colour. Based on 

light wavelengths detected within the ultraviolet and eye-visible regions, UV-Vis 

spectroscopy can rapidly identify chemical properties and colour pigments in a non-

destructive way. Because pearl colour and overtone is determined by the way in which light 

is reflected through the various outer layers of nacre, this technique has obvious potential 

application in quantification of pearl colour. UV-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometry has 

been used to record the reflectance of pearls from Pinctada maxima and P. margaritifera 

(Elen, 2001; Elen, 2002) as well as freshwater pearls (Karampelas, 2009). These studies 

showed that pearl colour could be clearly characterised by peaks in reflectance spectra which 

are correlated with the presence of particular pigments in the nacre layers (Elen, 2001; Elen, 

2002). 

The research described in this Chapter used UV-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometry, 

utilising a diffuse reflectance accessory, to analyse some of the pearls produced by Pinctada 

maxima earlier in this study (Chapter 6). Of particular interest was a comparison between 

pearls from the same mantle donors and several individual pearls in various colours (from 

white/silver to gold) and overtones. 

7.2 Material and methods 

Eight pearls from Pinctada maxima (seven ‘acceptable’ pearls and one ‘rejected’ pearl) 

ranging from white to gold in colour together with one white pearl nucleus were used in this 
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study (Fig. 7.1, Table 7.1). ‘Acceptable pearls’ are pearls used for jewellery purposes while 

‘rejected pearls’ are not; they have no commercial value. The rejected pearl used in this study 

was mainly covered with periostracum not nacre. The studied pearls (Fig. 7.1) were harvested 

from a commercial pearl farm in Bali, Indonesia and graded using the South Sea Pearl 

Grading System developed and used by Atlas Pacific, Ltd and detailed in Chapter 6 (Tables 

6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5). Pearl samples with labels RDG 5-3, 5-4 and 5-6 as well as RDG 13-2 and 

13-6 resulted from the same saibo donor while two other pearls were from different donors 

(RD 2-2, RD 7-7). All pearls were produced by oysters implanted with relaxed siabo (Chapter 

6). No treatment was conducted on the pearls to enhance colour or lustre after harvest with 

the exception that they were cleaned with a soft cloth. Nacre thickness was also recorded by 

subtracting the nucleus diameter from the pearl diameter. 

Because of the opaque nature of pearls, spectroscopy measurements were performed using 

diffuse reflectance techniques; Diffuse Reflectance UV-Visible spectroscopy. The reflectance 

UV-visible spectra were collected using a Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer equipped with 

an external remote Diffuse Reflectance Accessory (DRA) probe (BarrelinoTM, Harrick 

Scientific) that can scan an area less than 1.5 mm in diameter. UV-Vis spectra of pearls were 

acquired in the region 200-800 nm using appropriate baseline correction at approximately 

100%. The UV-Vis scan rate was 9600 nm min-1. Prior to scanning, white level was 

calibrated with Wavelength Reflectance Standard (Labsphere®) in which approximately 

100% reflectance across the entire spectrum is designated as white reference standard. The 

spectra were acquired at two different locations on each sample to assess surface 

homogeneity. To conduct the scanning, each sample was put on a stand and scanned with the 

DRA probe connected to the spectrophotometer. The spectral data were then analysed and the 

graphs were smoothed to reduce the noise using the Moving Average method by counting the 
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average of twenty data sets in every fifth wavelength record (Fuller, 1996). The analysis was 

based mainly on the visible region of the graph (380-750 nm).  

 

 

Fig. 7.1. Pearls from Pinctada maxima analysed in this study. Above (left to right): RD 

2-2, RD 7-7, RDG 5-3, and RDG 5-4; bottom (left to right): RDG 5-6, RDG 12-

6, RDG 13-2, and RDG 13-6. Five pearls were from two donors, RDG 5-3, 

RDG 5-4 and RDG 5-6 were from the first donor and RDG 13-2 and RDG 13-6 

were from the second donor. 
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Table 7.1. Characteristics of tested South Sea pearls produced by Pinctada maxima implanted with relaxed saibo. 

Code Pearl colour Pearl 
lustre1 

Pearl 
Size 
(mm) 

Nacre 
thickness 

(mm) 

Donor 
colour2 

Recipient 
colour3 

RD2-2 White 3 10.5 3.2 White White 

RD7-7 White 3 9.5 2.8 White Yellow 

RDG5-3 Cream, various 
overtone 

2 10 3.6 Yellow Yellow 

RDG5-4 White, pink 
overtone 

2 8.5 2.7 Yellow Yellow 

RDG5-6 Gold 2 10.5 4.4 Yellow Yellow 

RDG12-6 Rejected pearl 
(brown to dark 
brown) 

- - - White Yellow 

RDG13-2 White with cream 
overtone 

3 10.5 3.5 Yellow Yellow 

RDG13-6 Cream, various 
overtone 

1 5 Keshi 4 Yellow Yellow 

1Pearl lustre grading factor: 1=mirror reflection lustre, 2=somewhat mirror reflection, 3=chalky appearance 
2Yellow consists of yellow to gold, and white as white or silver 
3Yellow consists of yellow to gold, and white as white or silver 
4A cultured pearl without nucleus, mostly nacreous.
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7.3 Results 

Spectral analysis of pearls originating from two donors, represented by the upper and 

lower curves in Fig. 7.2, respectively, showed the same reflectance peak recorded in the 

UV region at 260 nm, followed by absorptions (converse of reflectance peaks) ranging 

from 270 to 280 nm, then a second peak in the region of 320 to 340 nm. The upper 

curve in Fig. 7.2 showed variation of spectra of three different pearls from the same 

gold donor. Cream and gold coloured pearls (RDG 5-3 and RDG 5-6) showed a wide 

absorption from 320 to about 460 nm while it was just a slight reflectance around 400 

nm in white pearls with pink overtone (RDG 5-4). The cream and gold pearls (RDG 5-3 

and RDG 5-6) reached a reflectance peak at 560 to 590 nm while the white pearl with 

pink overtone had a slightly wider absorption in the area (RDG 5-4). Both cream and 

gold pearls showed an absorption peak after the reflectance peak; at about 700 nm for 

the cream pearl and 750 nm for the gold pearl. The bottom graph of Fig. 7.2 shows 

absorption spectra of two pearls resulting from another gold donor. These spectra are 

similar but differ in their intensity, the slight absorption after 330 nm and in the slight 

reflectance peak at around 600 nm for the cream pearl with various overtones (RDG 13-

6).  

The spectra of two white pearls resulting from different silver nacre donors (RD 2-2 and 

RD 7-7), a rejected pearl (mostly covered with periostracum) and a pearl nucleus are 

shown in Fig. 7.3. The spectra of the two white pearls showed a reflectance at 260 nm, 

followed by absorption at 280 nm and another reflectance peak at 340 nm. After this 

peak the spectra for these pearls remained flat until a slight absorption peak around 700 
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nm. Spectral data recorded for the ‘rejected pearl’ showed that the reflectance was not 

obvious in the UV area (<380 nm) (Fig. 7.3). After sloping down to 330 nm, the 

spectral line rose steadily, passing through the visible region until reaching a maximum 

at 780 nm. It showed a wide range of absorption. The spectrum of the pearl nucleus 

showed a slight reflectance peak at 260 nm with a slight absorption in the UV region 

(Fig. 7.3). The spectral line for the pearl nucleus increased gradually up to a wavelength 

of 530 nm then decreased only very slightly passing through the visible region.   
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Fig. 7.2. UV-Vis spectral data (reflectance) of three pearls from the same gold 

donor (top) and two pearls from another gold donor (bottom) from 

Pinctada maxima. 
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Fig. 7.3. UV-Vis spectral data (reflectance) of two white pearls from different silver 

donors and a rejected pearl from Pinctada maxima, and a pearl nucleus.  

 

7.4 Discussion 

UV-Vis spectral analysis of pearls has been shown to have considerable potential in 

characterising pearl colour. For example, yellow-coloured pearls and yellow shell nacre 

from P. maxima showed characteristic maximum absorption between 330 and 385 nm 

while ‘heat-treated’ yellow pearls from P. maxima did not (Elen, 2001) allowing treated 

pearls to be distinguished from natural pearls of similar colour. Similarly, vis 

spectrophotometry was also used to identify the presence of chromatophores which 

show characteristic absorption at 700 nm and provide natural colour to Tahitian black 
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pearls from P. margaritifera (Komatsu & Akamatsu, 1978). Absorption at 700 nm is 

not shown by P. margaritifera pearls that are treated to assume similar dark colour 

(Elen, 2002) which again provides a means to distinguish between naturally coloured 

and treated pearls. UV-Vis absorption spectra can also be used to distinguish between 

the cultured pearls of P. margaritifera and P. maxima (Elen, 2002). This study is the 

first to compare pearls from the same donor of P.  maxima. It shows similar maximum 

absorption of yellow and gold pearls at around 330-385 nm to those recorded by Elen 

(2001). The yellow and gold pearls from the same donor (RDG 5-3 and RDG 5-6) in 

this study also show similar absorption spectra. The maximum absorption at 330-385 

nm is the peak of the wide absorption of 320-460 nm recorded in yellow and gold pearls 

in this study. Elen (2001) reported an absorption similarity in the area of 320-460 nm 

between yellow shell nacre and yellow/gold pearls. These absorption wavelengths also 

characterise the differences between yellow shell nacre and white shell nacre from P. 

maxima. Yellow shell nacre showed high absorption between 330 – 460 nm which was 

not evident in white shell nacre (Elen, 2001). The result of study also confirms that 

there is a wide absorption in the same area (330-460 nm) recorded in yellow/gold pearls 

but no absorption in white pearls. Therefore it can be concluded that the area between 

330-460 nm characterises yellow-gold pearls from P. maxima. 

One similarity shown by all nacre covered pearls analysed in this study (i.e., except the 

rejected pearl) was the same reflectance peak at 260 nm as well as absorptions from 270 

to 280 nm in the UV region. This characteristic appeared on absorption at this range 

from the studied pearls is a typical spectral curve that was also recorded in other pearls. 

A recent study conducted with diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR showed that the 
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absorption in the UV region of freshwater pearls collected from two freshwater pearl 

mussel species (Hyriopsis cumingi and H. schlegeli) was at 280 nm (Karampelas et al., 

2009). However, the spectral curve recorded from both the rejected pearl and the pearl 

nucleus in this study does not comply with the result from the pearls. There was wide 

absorption across the whole UV and visible ranges by the rejected pearl but just a small 

absorption by the pearl nucleus. This may indicate that the nacreous part of pearls is 

primarily responsible for absorption in the UV region. Based on the amount of 

absorption shown by the rejected pearl, it is likely that the amount of organic matrix 

plays an important role in the variation of spectral formation in the UV region. The 

amount of matrix protein composing the surface of the rejected pearl created the wide 

absorption in both UV and visible regions. The pronounced absorption recorded in the 

UV region in the pearls from this study, although not in the wide area as in the rejected 

pearl, indicates that the amount of organic matrix in the nacre of those pearls is lower 

than in the rejected pearl. Furthermore, a similar reflectance and absorbance in the UV 

region recorded for the nucleus, although it is just a little, may indicate a trace of 

organic matrix.  

Throughout the visible region, all white pearls used in this study showed similar 

reflectance spectra although there were differences in reflectance intensity. Unlike the 

spectral results from those white pearls, the results from yellow and gold pearls varied 

according to colour saturation of the pearl. A weak absorption in the violet region of the 

visible part marks the spectra of both RDG 5-3 and RDG 13-6. It is followed with a 

rather strong reflectance of yellow-green colour at around 560 to 590 nm. These spectral 

characteristics confirm the existence of yellow colour in the pearls used in this study. 
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Unlike the yellow pearls, strong absorption in the violet region characterised the gold 

pearl (RDG 5-6). This was followed with a strong reflectance of yellowish orange 

colour which is visible to the eye. A similar result was also recorded  by Elen (2001) 

when he compared the reflectance of natural-colour and heat-treated golden cultured 

pearls that he assumed were from P. maxima. He reported broad absorption in the violet 

region for both natural and treated pearls with yellow and golden colours but not for the 

white pearls. The absorptions were, however, lower in treated pearls. The same range of 

absorption was also recorded on the inner shell of the yellow colour area (lip) of P. 

maxima (Elen, 2001). 

The colour of pearls may come from either the structure of the nacre or the pigments 

lying in the nacre (Snow et al., 2004; Karampelas et al., 2007; Karampelas et al., 2009). 

In the study conducted by Snow et al. (2004) with pearls from Pinctada maxima, the 

colour variations seen in pearls from Pinctada maxima were shown to result not only 

from pigments but also as a result of their structure. They reported that white and gold 

colours were influenced by differences in the thickness of the edge-band (matrix 

between the platelets). They stated that white pearls had a 70 nm edge-band thickness 

while the edge-band of gold pearls can be up to 90 nm. They also reported that colour 

saturation is determined by the uniformity of nacre structure; the more uniform it is then 

the more saturate the colour. This colour appearance has also been detected through 

UV-Vis reflectance in this study. The more saturated pearl colour is indicated by a big 

variation in wavelengths such as that shown by the gold pearl. Other pearls, i.e., yellow 

pearls or even white pearls, however, showed small variation in the wavelengths.  
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The results of this study show that similarities between absorption and reflectance 

spectra of cultured pearls resulting from the same saibo donor are negligible and could 

not be detected with UV Vis spectrophotometry. Although such pearls showed the same 

absorbance at 280 nm in the UV region, this characteristic was also seen in other pearls 

tested. Furthermore, this study cannot confirm similarities of certain reflectance 

intensity characteristics in pearls seeded with saibo from the same donor since there 

were different reflectance wavelengths and intensities among pearls originating from the 

same saibo donor. However, this is only one part of the equation; further study is 

needed to compare the structural and elemental composition of donor shell nacre and 

the nacre of pearls resulting from saibo from that donor, before firmer conclusions can 

be made.  

UV Vis spectrophotometry has proven to be a useful tool in prior studies which have 

used this technique to distinguish between naturally coloured and treated cultured pearls 

and to determine absorption spectra characteristics associated with particular pearl 

colours (Elen, 2001; Elen, 2002). While the present study could not identify spectra 

characteristics of pearls resulting from the same saibo origin, the data indicate that UV 

Vis spectrophotometry may also have value in quantifying another pearl ‘virtue’ – 

lustre. Two pearls used in this study originated from the same saibo donor (RDG 13-2 

and RDG 13-6) and showed very similar absorption spectra. They differed however in 

their lustre and this is clearly shown in the intensity of reflectance recorded for each 

pearl. RDG 13-2 was the only pearl in this study with the highest lustre grading and it 

showed considerably greater reflectance than all other pearls.  
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This study assessed a non-qualitative method for determining the characteristics of pearl 

colour. UV-Vis spectroscopy is non-destructive and can be used to determine different 

pearl colours, pearl origin, colour enhancements and treatment, and as a quantitative 

measure of pearl lustre. This study is the first conducted with a record of the origin of 

the pearls used, as well as the first to compare pearls produced by saibo resulting from 

the same donor. This technique could become increasingly important as the pearling 

industry seeks to develop less subjective methods of assessing pearl quality (grading), it 

may also become a valuable tool in further studies of the relationships between pearl 

quality and that of the donor and recipient oysters. 
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Chapter 8  

General Discussion and Conclusions  

 

8.1 Background to the study 

The method used for cultured round pearl production was developed in the 1920’s 

(Taylor & Strack, 2008) and has changed little since. It utilises mantle tissue grafts from 

donor oysters (‘saibo’) which are killed. The quality of resulting pearls is highly 

influenced by the nacre quality of the donor (Taylor, 2002) and, because of this, a pearl 

farm’s best oysters are sacrificed for pearl production and cannot be used as broodstock 

to improve stock quality. 

My research was based on the results of a prior study in this laboratory with Pinctada 

margaritifera and P. fucata which showed that: (1) saibo tissue can be removed from 

donor pearl oysters for cultured pearl production without killing them using 

anaesthetics; and (2) excised mantle tissue can regenerate within three months and 

appeared to be fully functional (Acosta-Salmon & Southgate, 2005). These findings 

offered promising potential benefits for the cultured pearl industry: (1) donor oysters 

producing high quality pearls could be identified and used as potential breeding stock; 

and (2) high quality donors could potentially be used as saibo donors on more than one 

occasion. 

The results of this novel research were preliminary and these potential benefits can only 

be realised if the mantle tissue of anaesthetised pearl oysters and regenerated mantle 
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tissue perform in a similar manner to ‘normal’ mantle when used as saibo for cultured 

pearl production. Assessing this new approach and testing of the above assumptions was 

the basis of this study. It was conducted with P. maxima which supports the largest 

sector of the marine cultured pearl industry with around 46% of production by volume 

and value (Southgate et al., 2008).  

8.2 Major findings of this study 

The major findings of this study are: 

1. Pinctada maxima can be anaesthetised to facilitate mantle excision without 

mortality. 

2. The site of mantle excision heals rapidly and regeneration of excised mantle is 

complete within 3 months, apparently with full nacre secreting ability. 

3. When used as saibo, relaxed mantle tissue and regenerated mantle tissue are able 

to proliferate to form a pearl-sac with a structure similar to that formed by 

normal (non-relaxed and non-regenerated) saibo, and with similar secretory 

function.  

4. Relaxed mantle tissue and regenerated mantle tissue can be used successfully as 

saibo for culture pearl production.  

� Relaxed mantle tissue produced pearls of higher quality than 
those produced by normal mantle tissue.  
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� Regenerated mantle tissue produced pearls of inferior quality to 
normal mantle and results indicate that this may result from 
incomplete secretory function of regenerated mantle 

5. Similarities between absorption and reflectance spectra of cultured pearls 

resulting from the same saibo donor are negligible and could not be detected 

using UV-Vis spectrophotometry.  

8.3 Implications of these findings 

8.3.1 Economic benefits 

Once pearls are graded according to the commercial criteria described in Chapter 6, 

their individual values are calculated using a ‘pricing matrix’ which derives a single 

dollar value on the basis of the five grading factors (shape, size, surface complexion, 

colour and lustre) described in detail in Chapter 6. The ‘retail price matrix’ used by the 

commercial partner in this study (Atlas Pacific Ltd.) was made available to me for the 

purpose of estimating values of the pearls produced in this study (Chapter 6). For 

commercial reasons, however, the price matrix was not available for reproduction in this 

thesis. The collective and average values of the pearls produced in Chapter 6 of this 

study from relaxed, regenerated and normal saibo were calculated using the ‘retail price 

matrix’ and are shown in Table 8.1. The 171 pearls produced by relaxed saibo had a 

collective value of US$40,019.82 and an average value of US$234.0. This average 

value is almost three-times higher than the average value of pearls produced by 

regenerated and normal saibo of around US$86. Based on these results, there is very 

clear incentive to pearl farmers to use relaxed saibo for cultured pearl production.    
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Table 8.1  Total and average values of pearls produced in this study using relaxed, 

regenerated and normal saibo calculated using the Atlas Pacific Ltd ‘retail 

price matrix’ based on the grading criteria outlined in Chapter 6. 

Type of saibo Number of pearls Value (US$)* 

Relaxed 171 40,019.82 (234.0) 

Regenerated 108 9,317.9 (86.3) 

Normal 12 1,033.3 (86.1) 

*Average value per pearl in parentheses 

8.3.2 Modification of pearl implanting methods 

This study has shown that the use of mantle tissue from anaesthetised pearl oysters as 

saibo for pearl production resulted in a greater pearl yield and pearls of generally higher 

quality when compared to the use of normal mantle as saibo. In contrast, regenerated 

mantle produced inferior results to normal mantle when used as saibo. These results 

have major implications for the pearling industry and indicate that minor changes to the 

pearl seeding process (i.e., use of relaxed mantle as saibo) could bring about 

improvements in pearl yield and pearl quality. They provide a basis for modification of 

current cultured pearl production practices. 
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As outlined in section 1.4.2, cultured pearl production is currently based on 

identification of oysters with high quality nacre which are sacrificed to provide saibo. 

Suggested modifications to this method, based on the results of this study, are shown in 

Fig. 8.1. Briefly, high quality oysters are still identified for saibo production but, instead 

of being killed, are anaesthetised prior to mantle excision. Excised mantle is used as 

saibo for pearl production and the anaesthetised donor oysters are retained as future 

broodstock. They are not used again for saibo donation.   

 

Fig. 8.1 Proposed modifications to the methods for cultured pearl production based on 

the results of this study. 

Selection of donor 
oysters based on 

nacre quality 

Remove mantle 
from relaxed donor 

oysters 

Retain relaxed donor oysters. 
Those that produce high 

quality pearls may be used 
as future broodstock 

2.5 mL L-1 propylene 
phenoxetol used to 

anaesthetise saibo donors  

Improved pearl 
yield and pearl 

quality 

Relaxed saibo used to 
implant recipient oysters 

Improved quality of farmed 
pearl oyster stock, basis for 
selective breeding program 
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In summary, the results of this thesis have major implications for the pearling industry 

and indicate that minor changes to the pearl seeding process (i.e., use of relaxed mantle 

as saibo) could bring about beneficial improvements to pearl yield and pearl quality and 

allow greater use of perhaps the most important resource of commercial pearl farms – 

high quality donor oysters. Some of these results have already been taken-up by the 

commercial collaborator in this research and used to modify culture practices. The past 

few years have seen considerable research effort directed towards pearl oyster biology, 

development and improvement of husbandry practices and a greater understanding of 

the mechanisms of pearl or nacre production and factors affecting this. The research 

described in this thesis is part of this effort and will hopefully provide a basis for further 

evolution of the pearling industry and sustainable development of the industry into the 

future. 

 

______________________________________ 
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